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A B S T R A C T

Compressive mechanical testing was performed on continuous fiber Flax/Epoxy laminate specimens, capturing,
and quantifying its evolving in-plane plasticity and moduli. This non-linear behaviour was simulated using a
modified continuum damage mechanics-based model. The standard Mesoscale Damage Theory (MDT) of Lade
veze and Le Dantec was modified to include fiber-direction damage and plasticity evolution constitutive equa
tions in order to capture the non-linear behavior observed in Natural Fiber Composites (NFCs). The model
parameters were experimentally identified and optimized. Validations have been performed on Flax/Epoxy
laminates of various fiber orientations, as well as on E-Glass/Polyester using data from available literature. The
proposed model successfully predicts the NFCs nonlinear compressive mechanical response. It is a robust pre
dictive tool to aid engineers and designers in the development of load-bearing biomaterial-reinforced composites.

1. Introduction and background
Continuous fiber-reinforced composites are a popular material of
choice in industries partly because of their high specific strength and
their near net-shape manufacturing property. E-Glass is the most widely
used reinforcing fiber [1–7]. However, its need for energy-intensive
manufacturing and their limited recyclability, amongst other draw
backs, have created an interest in the investigation of cost-effective and
sustainable bio-based alternatives with a reduced environmental foot
print [1,6,8–11]. Studies on the replacement of glass with natural fibers
as composite reinforcement have been reported in the literature
[1–4,6,8–17]. Several plant-derived fibers such as coconut, jute, hemp,
sisal, and bamboo have shown promising mechanical properties, while
being both economically and ecologically superior to glass [2,8,17].
For structural applications, flax has been identified to compare most
favorably with E-Glass in the areas of specific strength (1300 vs 1350
MPa/gcm− 3 ), specific modulus (20–70 vs 30 GPa/gcm− 3 ), cost per unit
weight (0.6 vs 1.2 USD/lb), cost per unit tensile strength (0.15 vs 0.17
USD /ksi), and cost per unit flexural strength (0.003 vs 0.003 USD/ksi)
[2,4,18]. Environmentally, plant fibers are renewable, carbon dioxide
neutral, easier to process, and easier to dispose of when compared to
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synthetic fibers [2–7]. Le Duigou et al. [5] directly compared the envi
ronmental impact resulting from the production of 1 kg hackled flax
fiber versus glass fiber. Flax has been shown to be considerably less
environmentally damaging in a variety of aspects such as abiotic
depletion, acidification, eutrophication, global warming, ozone layer
depletion, human toxicity, fresh water aquatic toxicity, photochemical
oxidation, and terrestrial ecotoxicity. Furthermore, fiber production for
composite-reinforcement purposes consumes 4 times less nonrenewable energy when compared to E-Glass (11.7 MJ/kg vs 45 MJ/
kg [5,17]).
Nonetheless, natural fiber reinforced composites (NFCs) are not used
in structural and load-bearing applications due to incomplete and
ongoing research in the areas of flammability and operating tempera
tures [4,19,20], biodegradability [3,6,9,15], hydrophilic properties
[21–24], adhesion and surface treatments [22,24–28], and mechanical
behavior [1,24,29–39]. Moreover, there is a noticeable scarcity of
validated and reliable computational methods to model the non-linear
behavior observed in NFCs [36]. The prediction of damage and plas
ticity progress (stiffness evolution), as well as the development of failure
criteria, are crucial for the design process of engineering parts and
components. Therefore, effective implementation of NFCs in load-

bearing applications requires not only a profound understanding of their
mechanical behavior, but also a robust predictive tool that is capable of
accurately simulating the material response to subjected loads. The
successful achievement of these goals will give engineers and designers
the confidence in NFCs structural capabilities, and to promote the use of
sustainable and eco-friendly materials.
1.1. Flax fiber
Originating in the Mediterranean regions of Europe, flax is one of the
earliest domesticated crops. Even though its commercial production was
successful in the 19th century, the invention of the cotton gin brought a
decline to the flax industry [40–42]. Currently, flax is harvested for nonload-bearing applications such as consumption (seed and oil), clothing
(linen), insulation, tableware, surgical threads, and paper [16,41].
Flax fiber is fundamentally composed of cellulosic polymers that are
arranged into a complex hierarchical structure [19,33,43]. Elementary
fibers are polygonal in shape, with a hollow central part (lumen).
Technical fibers are composed of 10 to 40 elementary fibers held by a
pectin (glue-like) layer [19]. The complex hierarchical and layered
structure of flax, as well as the heterogenic nature of elementary fibers,
yield a complex damage progression and nonlinear plastic behavior
[16,31,36,44]. The bulk of the fiber (circa 70%) consists of microfibrils
spiraling around the central lumen at a 10-degree orientation [19,43].
Under tensile loads, Bayle as well as others [29,36,37] observed fiber
stiffening as well as plasticity; where the fiber modulus varies as the
microfibrils irreversibly re-orient themselves towards the load-axis.
Moreover, under cyclic loading, the fiber modulus was reported to
experience a 60% to 80% increase between the first and last cycle [45].
Compressive tests on single perfect and imperfect fibers showed that
circumferential kink bands are irreversibly produced as a response to
such loads [29]. The bands severely degrade the fiber compressive
mechanical properties, and often present the fiber’s principal failure
region [31,34,36,45,46]. As observed by Bos and Donald [33], kink
band formation is characteristically a plastic deformation. Even if the
fiber starts defect free, kink band formation within the primary cell wall
eventually leads the fiber to failure in buckling [36]. Flax fibers are
known to have a wide range of mechanical properties, as seen in the
literature surveys compiled by Mahboob et al. in accordance with others
[4,8,9,15,16,36,46,47]. This is due to variations in specimen length,
moisture levels, imperfections, origin, and heterogeneous fiber geome
try [29,36,38,47–49]. Noting that even though the fibers reported
compressive strengths are within a desirable range, the scarcity of data
(less than a handful) severely degrades the confidence in its applica
tions. This further solidifies the need of compressive research conducted
on flax.
1.2. Flax composites and damage mechanisms
Some flax-composites can be found in large-scale industries. A
common automotive application is to blend short flax fibers in a ther
moplastic matrix, and compression mold the non-woven mats into door
panels, window pillars, package trays, and trunk liners [9,12,16]. Other
flax-composites consumer products manufactured in lesser quantities
include musical instruments, and sporting goods such as snowboards,
canoes, hockey sticks and more [16]. There is a growing interest to
produce load-bearing flax components, which is seen in many prototype
projects such as the 100% biodegradable vertical windmill [50] and the
University of Stuttgart flax wind-turbine blades [51]. However, as pre
viously mentioned, the use of flax fibers in load-bearing applications is
limited by two major factors: a knowledge gap in its mechanical

behavior, and a lack of practical modeling tools.
Due to its hydrophilic nature, flax has a poor interfacial adhesion
strength with generic synthetic polymer thermosets [4,20,26,45]. Sur
face treatments could be implemented to strengthen the fiber-matrix
bond; however, this often comes at a price of reduced composite
strength due to inflicted damage on treated fibers [4,9,22,28]. On the
other hand, high performance epoxies have been shown to have a good
adhesion strength to natural fibers and are an excellent matrix candidate
for load-bearing NFCs [25]. Unlike conventional materials such as
metals and polymers, composites fail from a variety of independent or
coupled mechanisms. Local failures are referred to as damage, physi
cally represented as local discontinuities manifesting as voids and cracks
[52,53]. Fibrous composites have been observed to firstly develop
damage on the micro scale through fiber fracture, splitting, pull-out, and
interfacial deboning [44,52]. Microscale failures eventually evolve into
macroscale failures such as transverse cracks, matrix rapture, and
delamination. In compression, macroscale NFC failure is a function of
both fiber and matrix properties. Here, the matrix prevents fiber buck
ling while the fiber-matrix adhesion prevents matrix rapture [54]. The
nonlinear behavior observed in flax fibers is known to transfer to flax
composites, resulting in a nonlinear stiffness variation (Young’s
modulus deterioration and recovery) [39,44]. On the microscale, Bos
et al. [45] in accordance with Mahboob et al. [36] identified intermicrofibril adhesion as the primary failure mode in flax and flax/
epoxy composites. Elementary fibers as well as microfibrils within the S2
layer come apart much like a compressed steel cable, while the matrix
remained virtually crack-free. On the macro level, Mahboob et al. [36]
identified debonding and delamination as the primary failure mecha
nisms preceding buckling. Fiber bundles and matrix-rich regions
remained crack free, while cracks developed along the fiber-matrix
interface [36].
1.3. NFC modelling
NFCs have been successfully modeled using semi-empirical models
and polynomial-type failure criteria. Facca et al. [55] compared several
NFCs’ experimental Young’s moduli and tensile strengths with theo
retical predictions from various micromechanical models (rule-of-mix
tures, Halpin-Tsai, Nairn’s generalized shear-lag analysis and Mendels
stress transfer models) and obtained mixed results that improved with
the implementation of several correction factors. Anderson et al. [56]
simulated the macroscopic behavior of flax laminates by fitting a stressstrain relationship to experimental observations of a singly ply, and then
using classical laminate theory to simulate the overall laminate
response. This macroscopic approach yielded reasonable accuracy with
the exception of cross-ply (±45∘ ) laminates, where ply re-orientation
was identified as an unaccounted damage mechanism. Panamoottil
et al. [57] proposed a semi-empirical CDM (Continuum Damage Me
chanics) model to predict the tensile response of UD (Uni-Directional)
flax laminates. Progressive stiffness variation was incorporated using a
material damage tensor, which represents fiber crack densities that were
directly measured from tested specimens. The model was found to
poorly reproduce a single-ply behavior, with improved results for a 5-ply
laminate. Recently, Poilane et al. [58] developed a visco-elasto-plastic
model that incorporated CDM and thermodynamics considerations. It
was assumed that the nonlinear response of a flax/epoxy laminate is
captured by visco-plastic effects which were described by combined
linear-nonlinear hardening functions. A similar approach was used by
Sliseris et al. [59] who proposed a CDM-based thermodynamic micro
mechanical model to simulate the mechanical behavior of a single-ply
woven flax/epoxy composite. Both matrix and reinforcement were

modeled using nonlinear plasticity constitutive equations with isotropic
hardening laws. Again, no state variables were used to quantify material
property degradation, and visco-plastic effects where used to describe
the material’s nonlinear behavior. The model proved captured the main
damage mechanisms of set composite and good agreement was observed
between the simulations and experimental results. It is worth noting that
while the previously mentioned CDM-based models captured the ma
terial response with good accuracy, they assumed the composite’s
modulus to be constant. This assumption is questionable as flax fibers
have been observed to suffer damage and to experience material prop
erty deterioration as previously discussed. In a recent paper, Mahboob
et al. [44] developed a CDM-based model within a thermodynamics
framework that captured the tensile response of flax/epoxy laminates
for various fiber orientations. Based on the mesoscale damage theory
described by Herakovich [53], the modified theory includes separatelyformulated damage and plasticity evolution constitutive equations,
which proved to be accurate as well as versatile.
All the aforementioned models exclusively targeted the tensile
behavior of NFCs. Investigations on the compressive behavior of natural
fiber reinforced composites are rare. Nonetheless, it is evident that the
complex behavior exhibited by flax-reinforced composites can be
modeled using thermodynamic CDM-based techniques. In this study, a
thermodynamic CDM-based modified mesoscale damage model is
developed and used to simulate the nonlinear compressive response of
flax/epoxy laminates of various fiber orientations. This is achieved
through the independent formulation of fiber direction and coupled
shear-transverse direction damage and plasticity constitutive equations.
Stiffening and plasticity evolution laws are defined from experimental
observations, while model parameters are derived from experimental
data and optimized using an open-source algorithm.
2. Experimental procedure
Due to the bio-nature of the material, conventional techniques for
volume fraction calculations such as matrix incineration or digestion in
acid are inapplicable. An SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) was used
to determine the fiber, matrix, and void volume fractions under the
assumption that area fractions are accurate representations of volume
fractions.
2.1. Manufacturing
Unidirectional FlaxPly® fabric with a weight to area ratio of 150 g/
cm2 was used to fabricate 16-layer composite specimens with a 50%
fiber volume fraction. As shown in Fig. 1, the fabric consisted of a 40 to 3

warp to weft strand ratio. Each strand is a bundle of elementary fibers
twisted to an average of 5 turns/cm. Quasi-static testing revealed that
while the presence of the weft strand had a negligible influence on the
basic mechanical properties of the composites, it ensured that the warp
yarn’s alignment remained true. A high performance, hot curing ther
moset epoxy supplied by Huntsman Corp. (The Woodlands, TX, USA)
was used as the matrix material. It comprises Araldite® LY5 epoxy resin
and Aradur® 22962 hardener and presents unprecedented mechanical
performance and bond strength.
Specimens with [0]16 , [90]16 , [±45]4s , and [±67.5]4s orientations and
4 mm in thickness were manufactured through compression molding
and cut according to ASTM D6641/D6641M guidelines [60]. Fig. 2 is a
schematic of the composite plate’s consolidation setup and the test
specimen. Epoxy only specimens were manufactured into dog-bone
shapes following ASTM D695-15 [61] geometry standards. The ex
pected strains were beyond the available strain gauge and extensometer
capabilities; therefore, Digital Image Correlation (DIC) techniques were
used to quantify the material strain. The specimens where covered with
a fine random speckle pattern and a high-resolution camera tracked the
motion of set speckles over the course of the load history. The camera
was placed sufficiently far away from the samples to minimize out-ofplane bulging effects. The images were recorded every 50 ms, and an
off-the-shelf DIC software was used to analyze the images and obtain the
digital extensometer readings.
2.2. Quasi-static testing
To capture the specimen’s evolving modulus and plasticity, repeated
cycles of load/unload were performed with progressively increasing
loads up to complete failure. All tests were performed at room temper
ature and pressure using a servo-hydraulic test frame (MTS 322, Eden
Prairie, MN, USA) at a displacement rate of 2 mm/min. Fig. 3 illustrates
the testing setup - note that the material’s hysteretic response curves
(thin blue lines) is approximated as linearly elastic (red dash lines). The
specimen’s elastic modulus (E) degrades with each cycle, which permits
the characterization of the material’s damage and plasticity evolution.
3. New damage model
Given that both micro and macro scale failures are present in NFCs,
accurate modeling requires a physics-based theory that is capable of
capturing damage and plasticity on a scale that is between the two ex
tremes. These models are known as the mesoscale.

Fig. 1. Dry UD FlaxPly® fabric photo (left) and schematic (right). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Composite manufacturing setup: a) Compression molding machine, b) lay-up, c) test specimen with Aluminum tabs and speckled pattern sprayed of the outer
surface for DIC measurements. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the test setup: a) test frame, b) tested specimen mounted on the grips, and typical response of NFC under load-unload conditions
showing an evolving elastic modulus. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

3.1. Standard mesoscale damage theory
The standard Mesoscale Damage Theory (MDT) proposed by Lade
veze & Le Dantec [62] is one the most popular, robust, and versatile
continuum damage mechanics (CDM) based theories. The Model is
founded on the principle of irreversible thermodynamics, where local
material states are expressed in terms of state variables and associated
thermodynamic forces. The MDT assumes that the material’s mechani
cal response is fully expressed in terms of its degrading elastic moduli
(damage) and the accumulated permanent strains (plasticity). Any
damage and plasticity evolution are a succession of the previous equi
librium state and does not depend on time derivatives of state variables.
The theory considers two distinct elementary components: layers of
composites and the interface between them. Damage states are allowed
to vary in between layers, but they remain consistent throughout a given
layer. Damage evolution laws are material-dependent, and they reflect
basic material properties and dominant damage mechanisms. The the
ory is phenomenological since it does not consider the individual dam
age mechanisms, but rather uses experimental observations to
characterize the cumulative damage evolution. It has been successfully
applied to polymeric, ceramic, and metallic composites reinforced with
short fibers, long fiber, and fabrics. A detailed MDT description can be
found in the book by Herakovich [53], along with validated examples.
Note that the standard MDT model defines damage variables only for
transverse and shear planes. Since it was originally formulated for
synthetic fiber composites where the reinforcing fibers tend to be linearelastic and brittle materials, fiber- direction modulus degradation is not

typically defined. Also, no plasticity is allowed for in the fiber-direction
and only the transverse and shear permanent deformation is defined in
MDT model. Experimental tests conducted by Mahboob et al. [36]
confirmed that flax – composites exhibit progressive modulus degrada
tion and inelastic deformation along fiber-direction, in-plane transverse
and shear deformation under tensile and compression loading. There
fore, it is necessary to modify the standard model.
3.2. Modified mesoscale damage theory
The Mesoscale Damage Theory (MDT) considers each ply as an
orthotropic elastic-plastic material, where damage is uniformly distrib
uted and evolving throughout the ply. Damage is represented as stiffness
deterioration, and, as previously stated, damage states are consistent
within each ply, but are allowed to vary between plies [53].
3.2.1. Single-Ply
In the case of quasi-static mechanical deformation of orthotropic
materials under isothermal condition, the thermodynamic potential
function, which is derived from Gibbs Free Energy, may be expressed as
the elastic strain energy ED . This function is used to build lamina damage
model for anisotropic material like fiber-composite. Mahboob et al. [44]
adopted the formulation of elastic strain energy presented by Her
akovich [53] to describe the in-plane tensile response in fiber direction.
These formulations assume that the compression modulus remain con
stant, which does not reflect actual NFC response based on experimental
observations [36]. Here, the 3D formulation is further modified to

incorporate ply in-plane damage evolution only by assuming that
damage affects the elastic strain energy of material in both tension and
compression:
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Using the principle of strain equivalence as presented in [63], the
elastic constitutive equations for the effective elastic strain ε e are given
by:
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The associated thermodynamic forces (i.e., the damage energy
release rates) of the three in-plane damage variables in a single ply are
defined such that a given damage threshold must be exceeded in order
for additional damage to occur:
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where bts is a shear-transverse coupling parameter, and f, t, and s denote
the fiber, transverse, and shear directions, respectively.
In the standard MDT model, the evolution of the coupled damage
force is defined as a function of each damage variable D22 , D12 separately
and assumed to be linear. Similarly, in this study, experimental obser
vations revealed that the flax/epoxy compressive damage evolution law
(ΦDi ) follows a linear trend; hence they are formulated as follows:

ε11 < εmax
11 ; otherwise D11 = 1

and G12 are damaged elastic moduli which are expressed in terms of
corresponded damage variable D11 , D22 , D12 and initial elastic modulus
E011 , E022 and G012 . Thus, the effective stress σ for an in-plane loading
condition is written as follows:

σ

As noted earlier, typical MDT formulations presented in [53,62]
assume no damage development in the fiber direction, which is ques
tionable for flax. Therefore, constitutive equations for damage devel
opment in the fiber direction are introduced, fully decoupled from sheartransverse direction similar to that defined by Mahboob et al. [44]:
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otherwise D12 = 1

where εmax
11 is the compressive ultimate strain in the fiber-direction.
Superscripts C and 0 represent the critical and initial values,
max
max
whileYf0 , YfC , Yt0 , YtC , Ys0 , YsC , Y22
and Y12
are material parameters to be

identified. The damage evolution occurs during the damage variable
range from 0 to 1, where Dij = 1 indicates the complete damaged
material.
Unlike synthetic fibers, flax has been observed to develop plasticity
(permanent strains) throughout its load history. Standard MDT formu
lation is adopted as illustrated in Fig. 3, where the total strain is
decomposed into elastic εe and plastic εp strains for each of the three
orthotropic direction. The effective inelastic strain rates are defined in
terms of damage as follows:
P
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In order to define the elastic domain (i.e., yield surface), two func
tions Фf p and Фtsp are introduced to indicate the plasticity evolution in

the fiber-direction and shear-transverse, respectively. Similar to damage
formulations, the fiber-direction placticity evolution Фf p is fully

decoupled from shear-transverse direction. The coupled sheartransverse plasticity evolution Фtsp remained as in the standard MDT
formulations [53]:
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equivalent stresses in the fiber and shear-transverse directions, formu
lated as in standard MTD publications [53,62]:
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Fig.4. Multi-ply modeling schematic. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

( )
where Ats is a linear shear-transverse coupling parameter, hf p̃f and

hts (p̃ts ) are hardening functions dependent on the accumulated effective
( )
inelastic strains in the fiber direction ( p̃f ) and shear-transverse di

rection (p̃ts ). Both have been observed to follow a power law trend, and
they are formulated as follows [53,62]:
( )
( )α
(10)
hf p̃f = βf p̃f f & hts (p̃ts ) = βts (p̃ts )αts
where βf , βts , αf and αts are unknown parameters.

3.2.2. Multi-Ply model and implementation
As in previous work of Mahboob et al. [44] regarding flax modeling
in tension, the multi-ply response is determined using periodic homog
enization theory. This approach can account for 3D loading conditions
and has is effective for materials with highly non-linear response such as
shape-memory alloy composites. The model was implemented using
open-source C++ SMART+ libraries (Smart Materials Algorithms and
Research Tools [64]) developed by several collaborating institutions. It
makes use of the convex cutting plane algorithms proposed by Simo and
Hughes [65], and solves a set of five nonlinear equations (3 for damage
(ФD ) and 2 for plasticity (ФP ) using numerical schemes as presented in

Fig. 5. Flowchart of the mesoscale damage model algorithm.

[66]. The working principle behind multi-ply modeling is illustrated in
Fig. 4. The exact stress state of each ply is required in order to calculate
the strain rate. This is unknown since the input parameter of the soft
ware is the total composite stress. The total composite stress is therefore
decomposed into ply-specific stresses via the use of a material solver.
Thereafter, ply-specific analysis is performed as described in Section
3.2.1; however, there is a chance of strain mismatch due to an inaccurate
initial stress decomposition. Hence, the SMART+ periodic homogeni
zation algorithms are applied to the resulting strains to iteratively
modify the ply-specific stress increments until the resulting ply strains
are equivalent.
The overall modeling process can be interpreted as a dual-stage
iterative procedure. The first stage deals with individual plies, iter
ating the damage and plasticity states of each ply. The second stage is at
the laminate level, where iterations are performed on ply-specific stress
components in order to achieve a uniform strain state within the com
posite. A schematic representation of the whole iteration process
including all the calculation steps is shown in Fig. 5.
3.3. Flax-reinforced composites characteristics
In order to determine the material properties and parameters, stan
dard MDT publications recommend performing cycled load-unload tests
on four types of laminates: [0]16 , [90]16 , [ ± 45]4s , and [ ± 67.5]4s [53]. A
comprehensive study of the flax/epoxy tensile and compressive material
characteristics of these fiber orientations can be found in the work of
Mahboob et al. [36]. The tested specimens, as shown in Fig. 6, did not
buckle under quasi-static compression, but displayed different modes of
failure.
3.3.1. Damage and plasticity in compression
The following observations were used in the formulations of the
damage and plasticity evolution constitutive model equations. A total of
7 tests (monotonic and cyclic) were performed on 00 fiber-oriented
specimens. Applying the MDT in reverse as described in [53] revealed
the material’s damage and plasticity evolution trends as seen in Fig. 7a
and 7b, respectively. It is clearly noticeable that the compressive flax/
epoxy damage evolution is linear, in contrast to the experimental tensile
behavior reported by Mahboob et al. [44]. In accordance with [36], this
further demonstrates that flax damage mechanisms are different in
tension and compression. Plasticity was observed to evolve according to
a power law with a positive fractional exponent, similarly to the tensile
case reported in [44]. Cross-ply specimens were found to follow linear
damage evolutions and power-shaped plasticity evolutions, whereas
transverse fiber-oriented samples exhibited exponential damage and

plasticity trends. This raised a substantial problem, as the MDT is
fundamentally formulated with linear shear-transverse coupling pa
rameters (bts , Ats ) as seen in Eqs. (5) and (9). Therefore, the theory
intrinsically requires shear and transverse damage and plasticity evo
lutions to follow similar types of equations. Fortunately, a linear fit for
damage evolution and a power-shaped plasticity evolution with a very
small curvature were found to fit sufficiently well.
3.3.2. Parameter identification
Several parameters such as the undamaged elastic moduli, Poisson’s
ratios, and ultimate strains were extracted directly from the experi
mental data. Next, the experimental data was used to derive a good
initial guess for the remaining parameters, as shown in the works of
Herakovich [53]. An open-source global optimizer developed by Storn &
Price [67] was imported from open source SciPy optimize differential
evolution libraries [68]. It was used to refine the parameters to a satis
factory margin of error by slightly varying the parameters and quanti
fying the difference between experimental and simulated results. Since
the experimental data and the model output have the same number of
discrete points, the following equation was used as a simple cost func
tion (C.F.), minimizing the difference between the experimental and
predicted strain for each increment of stress:
)
(
)]
[ (
i=m
i=n ⃒
i=n ⃒
∑
∑
∑
⃒
⃒
exp
exp
model ⃒
model ⃒
⃒
⃒
+ (1 − a)
(11)
C.F. =
a
εL − ε
εT − ε
L

i=1

i=1

T

i=1

where m is the number of specimens of different orientations, n is the
number of discrete stress increments per specimen, L is the longitudinal
direction, T is the transverse direction, and a is a weight factor biased to
give priority to a better fit in the longitudinal direction. The optimized
compressive flax/epoxy material-specific model parameters are pre
sented in Table 1.
4. Results, validation, and discussion
4.1. Model validation on E-glass laminates
In this study, flax composites are introduced as an alternative to
glass-reinforced composites. Therefore, compression validation was
performed on E-Glass/Polyester laminates with various fiber orienta
tions (Fig. 8a). To further demonstrate the versatility and robustness of
the model, it was also applied to E-Glass/Epoxy laminates in tension
(Fig. 8b). Experimental data was obtained from the works of Amijima &
Adachi [69], while the damage and plasticity evolutions were given
linear and power law formulations as in the standard MDT publications
for brittle fibers [53,62]. It is observed that the present model success
fully and accurately simulates the material response of glass-reinforced
composites of various fiber orientation, subjected to both tensile and
compressive loads. The damage, plasticity, and coupling parameters
were identified using the optimization method discussed earlier. Thus,
the model incorporates the material’s nonlinear response rather than
using linear-elastic approximation as in Ladeveze & Le Dantec [62].
From Fig. 8, it is observed that the model (solid black line) successfully
predicts the E-Glass composite mechanical response to tensile and
compressive loads, even at strains as high as 3%.
4.2. Flax laminates modelling

Fig. 6. Photographs of the tested specimens showing their failure modes: a)
[0]16 , b) [ ± 45]4s , and c)[ ± 67.5]4s . (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

It can be inferred from Fig. 9 that there is an excellent agreement
between the experimental and simulated results for the majority of the
flax laminates; which includes predictions of stiffness loss (damage) and
permanent deformations (plasticity) for longitudinal (right side) and
transverse (left side) directions even at strain rates as high as 3%. In the
case of the 900 fiber-oriented laminates, the model predicts the overall
strain state of the material but cannot accurately decompose it into its
elastic and plastic components. This is an outcome of the fundamental

Fig. 7. Compressive fiber-direction evolution laws for unidirectional flax/epoxy specimens, (a) damage and (b) plasticity. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 1
Compressive flax/epoxy material-specific parameters.
Material properties

εmax
11

Value
1.6%

E011

32 GPa

E022

5.23 GPa

G012

1.66 GPa

ν012

0.087

ν021

0.396

Fiber-direction damage
Yf0
YfC

Fiber direction yield and plasticity

σ0f
αf

βf
Shear damage
max
Y12

√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
0.01 MPa
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1.64 MPa
5.653 MPa
0.445
2998

Ysc

1.26 MPa
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
0.001 MPa
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
2.32 MPa

Transverse coupled damage
b

0.8

Ys0

max
Y22

YtC

5.03 MPa
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
0.0128 MPa
√̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
2.65 MPa

Transverse-shear plasticity
Ats

0.79

Yt0

σ0ts
αts
βts

10.503
0.45
1170

difference in the transverse-fiber specimen plasticity evolution. As pre
viously discussed in Section 3.3.1, the transverse fiber-oriented speci
mens exhibited a plastic evolution that is best fitted by an exponential
function, while all others experienced a power-law relation with a
fractional exponent. The current shear-transverse coupling constant Ats
is linear in nature, and, therefore, it cannot transform the power-shaped
plasticity evolution curve into an exponential function for this fiber
orientation. This is however not a major concern since there are limited
scenarios where fiber reinforcement is aligned perpendicular to the
load-axis. Moreover, the model can predict the overall strain state of the
transverse fiber-oriented composite if this case is encountered.

Of note is the discrepancy noticed in the transverse-direction (left
side) part of the ±450 fiber-oriented model. This phenomenon was
observed in other works dealing with such cross-ply laminates, and it is
attributed to the rotation of plies towards the load axis [44,56]; a
mechanism unaccounted for in the present model. This discrepancy is
substantially more severe than the one shown for a tensile case [44].
Therefore, it is postulated that other unaccounted damage mechanisms
such as buckling severely influence this layup. Lastly, only one experi
mental cycle is shown for each type of laminate in order to maintain
clarity for demonstrative purposes. Due to the nature of NFCs and their
manufacturing procedures, there is some scatter in the material prop
erties compared to typical metals, even if the specimens are cut from the
same composite plate [37]. Therefore, some deviations between a spe
cific specimen behavior and the average material behavior should be
expected. Nonetheless, the observed good agreement between the ex
periments and simulations demonstrates that the damage and plasticity
evolution laws developed for this model, accurately capture the
nonlinear compressive response exhibited by NFCs.
4.3. Discussion
The mesoscale model presented in this study acts on the level of
individual plies. Situated in between the micro and macro scales, the
model quantifies the damage and plasticity states of each ply using
dedicated state variable for all three orthotropic directions. This
removes the oversimplifications of the macroscale models and avoids
the computational difficulties often associated with micromechanicsbased models. The standard MDT is modified to include the damage
and plasticity evolution equations in all three orthotropic directions. The
experimental results provided insight on the role of each damage and
plasticity parameter on the individual damage and plasticity behavior
for each ply, and for each of the three principal orthotropic directions.
This can further be used to study the contribution of each ply to the
overall laminate behavior and to develop highly optimized laminates
with heterogeneous plies.
The overall laminate response was obtained by integrating each in
dividual ply’s response using a multi-scale periodic homogenization
scheme. Flax-epoxy specific material parameters were identified by
applying an optimization algorithm with a simple minimization cost
function to the homogenization scheme. The resulting model and set of
parameters successfully simulated the compressive response of flax/
epoxy laminates of various fiber orientations. Moreover, the robustness
and versatility of the model was shown through the ease of adaptation
and accurate simulation of E-glass reinforced composites subjected to
tensile and compressive loads.

Fig. 8. Comparison of E-Glass laminate experimental material response (colored) and model simulation (black) in (a) compression, (b) tension. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 9. Comparison of Flax/Epoxy experimental material response (red) and model simulation (black) for: (a) [0]16, (b) [90]16, (c) [±45]4s, and (d) [±67.5]4s
laminates. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

4.4. Future prospects

environmentally friendly materials for structural applications.

A distinct feature associated with this model is that the damage and
plasticity effects of ply interface are not individually quantified. Rather,
the damage and plasticity state of each ply and its corresponding
interface is considered as one. Unaccounted damage mechanisms such
as inter-ply delamination or ply rotation for example, could be studied
by the addition of interface-specific constitutive equations as shown in
[70,71]. Kink band formation and inter-fibril crack propagation could be
studied by further discretizing the damage constitutive equations into
separate micromechanical equations with individual damage variables
and evolution laws much like in the works of Sliseris et al. [59].
In this study, all experimental tests were performed at room tem
perature with an applied strain rate of 2 mm/min. Poilane et al. [58]
have shown through creep tests that NFC behavior is sensitive to the
applied strain rate and ambient temperature. Significant strength and
stiffness loss were observed with an increase in applied strain rate at
temperatures above 50 ◦ C. As these relationships were identified to be
proportional, and the failure strain was found to be relatively constant, it
is possible that strain rate and temperature effects could be accounted
for with a modulus (E) correction factor.
A major long-term goal for this model is to expand its versatility. It
has shown potent at simulating flax/epoxy behavior; therefore, it should
be capable of simulating other nonlinearly behaving NFCs. This will
require the performance of mechanical testing to quantify the material
behavior and to derive the associated material-specific parameters. Once
obtained, this model would be capable of simulating a large variety of
composites with minimal to no modifications. Lastly, the model as is,
simulates a single volumetric (3D) element. Therefore, another future
goal associated with this model is to integrate it into a finite element
design software such as ABAQUS, and to expand its applications to
multi-element structures.
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5. Conclusion
Natural fibers present an untapped source of environmentally
friendly, sustainable, and cost-effective substitutes to synthetic fibers
used for composite reinforcement. Flax fibers have been shown to have
comparable mechanical properties to E-Glass, the most popular choice
of fiber reinforcement. The impeding factors against the widespread use
of NFC as load-bearing components are the paucity of data on their
mechanical behavior in compression and the absence of robust and ac
curate predictive tools.
In this research work, quasi-static compressive testing was per
formed on Flax/Epoxy laminates of four principle layups: [0]16 , [90]16 ,
[ ± 45]4S and [ ± 67.5]4S . The experimental data was used to characterize
their material behaviour in compression, with emphasis on stiffness and
plasticity evolution. It was observed that flax/epoxy laminates exhibit
linear damage evolution and power-law plasticity evolution behaviors.
This information was used to develop a thermodynamic CDM-based
model captured the overall nonlinear behavior of NFCs. The standard
mesoscale damage theory was modified according to the experimental
observations to include damage and plasticity evolution in all three
orthotropic directions. The modified theory was incorporated into opensource SMART+ material libraries, and the global laminate response
was integrated using a multi-scale periodic homogenization scheme.
The resulting model presented was validated on flax/epoxy com
posites in compression, as well as on E-glass composites in tension and
compression. The model was shown to be a robust and versatile pre
dictive tool via the simulation of the mechanical response of composites
with various fiber orientation. Overall, the Modified Mesoscale Damage
Model was found to be suitable for predicting the compressive behavior
of both synthetic and natural fiber composites. The ability to accurately
model the nonlinear mechanical behavior of NFCs will increase the
confidence of engineers and designers in the capabilities of NFC parts
and components. Thus, further promote the use of sustainable and
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